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By Anne Fadiman

Farrar Straus Giroux, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. In At Large and At Small, Anne Fadiman returns to one of her favorite genres, the
familiar essay--a beloved and hallowed literary tradition recognized for both its intellectual breadth
and its miniaturist focus on everyday experiences. With the combination of humor and erudition
that has distinguished her as one of our finest essayists, Fadiman draws us into twelve of her
personal obsessions: from her slightly sinister childhood enthusiasm for catching butterflies to her
monumental crush on Charles Lamb, from her wistfulness for the days of letter-writing to the
challenges and rewards of moving from the city to the country. Many of these essays were
composed under the influence of the subject at hand. Fadiman ingests a shocking amount of ice
cream and divulges her passion for Haagen-Dazs Chocolate Chocolate Chip and her brother s
homemade Liquid Nitrogen Kahlua Coffee (recipe included); she sustains a terrific caffeine buzz
while recounting Balzac s coffee addiction; and she stays up till dawn to write about being a night
owl, examining the rhythms of our circadian clocks and sharing such insomnia cures as her father s
nocturnal word...
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This book is amazing. it was writtern very completely and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be enhance as soon as you full reading this pdf.
-- Antonia  Lindg r en II--  Antonia  Lindg r en II

This pdf may be worth buying. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life span will be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading
this article publication.
-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz
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